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About This Game

1010 - addictive puzzle game.

Just drop the dice to create or destroy the full lines on the screen both vertically and horizontally, and do not let the cubes fill the
screen.

There are no time limits or tasks for combining colors! Just fill the space with the appropriate cubes and enjoy the game!
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Good Game if your bored and wanna have a relaxing game. The music is nice, but the exact same game is available elsewhere
on the web for free as a browser game.That said, there's nothing wrong with this one.

It's barely a cousin of Tetris; a distant relative at best. There's no pressure here from time, anyway. Three pieces appear at the
bottom of your screen. You must place all three, and you're then presented with three more. That fact makes it a little more
challenging than some of the browser versions I've seen, where when you use one piece, it's replaced with another. Here, there's
always the thought that maybe you should reserve room for that one giant piece that sometimes shows up because you never
know when it will show up.

It's a good time-waster, a great game for when you're on the phone and just need something to idly do while you listen, and, then
again, you can also approach it with concentration and try to get a great score.

Recommended because it *is* fun, and cheap, and it might be easier to just keep this version in the Steam library than to keep a
bookmark to a free version.. It controls really weird, and makes it pretty uncomfortable to play. But aside from that it's a fun
game.... but it's also got like 10 free ports on the internet

probably a 3\/10 for the pure fact that it's bugs make it uncomfortable, and it's kinda a waste of a dollar
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